
 

 

About Marie Besson 

 
Born in France, Marie Besson paints since childhood. She is an addict to creating. 

Marie’s art refers to the human links, woman’s health, nature and the connections in the 

Universe. 

Sacred energy, our essence, is suggested into each of her artwork. 

 

Education : 
 

She has learned the traditional techniques at an early age, as she was part of an art studio 

outside the school hours. 

In 2003, she was exchange student in the United-States and a member of the National Art 

Honor Society Club. 

She received the NAHS Certificate in Greensboro, NC. 

Marie first focused on another career, with a Master Degree in International Business 

Negotiation at La Sorbonne University in Paris, France. 

At the age of 34, she started her own business and she is now a full-time abstract artist. 

 

Events : 
 

Her art has been showed in France and in the United-States. 

Today is the right time to invest in her artwork as she is developing to an international level. 

 

Marie Besson • Statement  

 
Marie abstraction artworks aim to awaken and to question feminine in its entire singularity. 

She values and shares sacred feminine energy through her art. 

 

With mixed media artworks, Marie refers to the human links, woman’s health, nature and 

the connections in the Universe. 

 

Her art pieces are available in all sizes, in order to fit any type of rooms, from corridors to 

large living rooms.  

 

Three collections are now available some on canvas and others on premium quality paper.  

 

Womanity paintings concern the body, the Dna, the archives and the vibrations. The palette 

is made of a range of pink and red, but some contrasting and metallic tones occur. 

 

O Eternity is a serie of minimalist illustrations and lithographies, manifesting the water 

dimension with lightness and sheer lines. The motion in each illustration is the one of an 

introspection going toward an expansion; one unmeasurable and unquantifiable infinity. 

 

Water Treasure evokes the sacred dimension of the water. Blue is a tribute to Earth as the 

gold represents the divine energy uniting and connecting us together. 



 

 

 
 


